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Clash of clans spring update date 2020

Supercell This time last year, Supercell was starting to talk about the annual spring update of Clash of Clans. Indeed, just two days ago The SuperCell Community's management, Dungarian, confirmed that a new update to Clash of Clans was stalled. This is in line with Supercell's plan to release large
quarterly updates. The last major Crash of Clans update came in December. It introduced City Hall 13, so came new heroes, defense buildings, sieges, etc. Since then, supercells have released only smaller balance updates. So I don't know what's going to happen with the Spring update, but I can
assume it's probably going to be another big update. With the Clash of Clans World Championship approaching, you won't see any new town hall levels in this update to avoid competitive issues. But I think there are some new buildings and army levels in the store. I think the end of this month or early
April is a safe window for when this update will arrive. It started in mid-March with a sneak peek at the 2019 spring update. The update itself was due to be released at the end of the month, but a late bug find pushed it back until April 1. Assuming Supercell follows a similar schedule, their desire to stick to
new updates quarterly probably arrived at the end of March, with the latest update of the crash coming by early April. Here are just a few balance changes for spring traps, bomb towers, and cannons. However, these updates also include behind-the-scenes adjustments that adjust gameplay elements that
you won't immediately notice. I think the spring update will start in just a few weeks. Supercell, on the other hand, has forum posts asking for player feedback on improved quality of life. SuperCell's Clash of Clans is still tearing it up on mobile devices, so the game's dedicated player base is eager to learn
the Crash of Clans Spring 2020 update release date. Now that it has been confirmed that the latest patch is in development, you may be able to expect it to download and play on both iOS and Android. The official Clash of Clans Spring 2020 update date has not been announced at the time of writing.
However, one of the game's developers confirmed that Supercell was working on the next update and hinted that the wait for arrival should not be too long. Also in response to players reporting that they had become bored in the renewal of Town Hall 13 before the official Clash of Clan Forums using
Minecraft at graduation ceremonies after coronavirus quarantine, a staff member named Darian said, Hopefully you won't be bored for a long time! It seems to suggest that the release date is literally possible at any time now. Mobile strategy titles generally follow a quarterly cycle.We will fully position the
update for next spring 2020, which lands this month, as important updates, and the last one, arrived in December 2019. Of course it may be delayed, but it mainly counters the forum posts above. Taking all this into account, it seems a good idea to keep an eye on the Twitter accounts of Official Clash of
Clans (@ClashofClans) and Supercell (@supercell) for updates. Assuming there were no unexpected delays, it won't be long before we see an announcement about the Crash of Clans Spring 2020 update release date. Every time it arrives, there should be a lot of exciting new Clash of Clans content for
iOS and Android players to get their hands on. JavaScript has been detected disabled in this browser. To .com use the Twitter browser, enable JavaScript or switch to a supported browser. You can find a list of supported browsers in the Help Center. Help Center Spring 2020 Crash Update is here! Below
you will find patch notes for this super cool update! Click on this barrel-shaped building to see which Super Troops are available. Super Troop is a completely new feature that allows you to temporarily power up your existing army to your own super version. Each super troop will have a special ability to
add a whole new dimension to your home village and set them apart from their regular version. Your village must be at least City Hall 11. Troops must meet level requirements to power up to their super version. Once your unit becomes a superdo, that super unit will be available for a week. While active,
your super troops will replace the normal version of the barracks. The super version can only be trained if its power-up is currently active. You can donate super troops as reinforcements to The Clanmeats. When a super buff expires, unused super troops remain in the barracks until they are used or
donated. After 7 days, you will not be allowed to use the same Super Troop again for another 7 days. However, you are still likely to turn your other available army into that super version. Only one super buff is available at a time. Every super troop has a trial mode available that allows you to use that
particular super troop and perform special practice attacks so you can test drive it before committing to a super buff. With the release of the spring update, four different super troops will be available. However, more will be added in future updates. Super Barbarian Stronger and faster version of Barbarian
starting with fury for 8 seconds after deployment: Speed and damage are your favorite targets for the first 8 seconds: Any Damage Type: Single Target: GroundSpace: 5 Travel Speed: 20 Super Cost: 50,000 Durquerixer Level Town Hall Level DPSHP Training Cost Training Time
8111801000150015011200111001750 Elixir25s Sneaky Goblin This Goblin is clearly working. The beef version of the goblin will make him invisible to the defense for 5 seconds after being deployed. Special Abilities: Favorite Targets Invisible to Defense for the first 5 Seconds: Resources (Damage X2)
Damage Type: Single Target: Ground Residential Space: 3 Moving Speed: 32 Super Cost: 50,000 Durque Quexer Level Town Hall Level DPSHP Training Cost Training Time71116027060 Elixir 21s812190320750 Elixir21s Super Wall Breaker Looking for a big Bada boom? His outburst will break any
wall, regardless of the level. Special Abilities: Big bombs that don't fail to get from your favorite targets: Wall (Damage X40) Damage Type: Area Splash Target: Ground Residential Space: 8 Travel Speed: 28 Super Cost: 55,000 Durque Quexer Level Town Hall Level Cost 7117821335 07200
Elixir1m8121002500800 Elixir1m911202884508800 Elixir1m Super Giant A Scrap Brawler, the only focus of life is to crush masonry with his huge hands. Super Giants deal extra damage to walls and can chop them up as giant cannons pass sneaky archers. Special Ability: Increase Damage to Deals
Wall: Defense Damage Type: Single Target Target: Ground Residential Space: 10 Travel Speed: 12 Super Cost: 60,000 Durk query Xer Level Town Hall Level DPSHPTraining Cost Training Time9121304200900 Elixir1m We defend your village, army, building, Added new levels to upgrade for spelling
and spelling. Town Hall 9: The 3rd Durque QuerkEr Drill can build freezing spells and upgrade to Level 2 Town Hall 11: Gold Mine Level 14 Elixir Pump Level 14 Durque Quexer Pump Level 8 Town Hall 12: Savage Level 9 Goblin Level 8 Town Hall 13: Archer Tower Level 18 Mortar Level 13 Bomb Tower
Level 8 Minion Level 9 Valkyrie Level 8 Poison Level 7 Additional X50 Level 14 Wall piece Town Hall 12 Yetis Town Practice Level Siege Barrack and Hall 13 practice levels for reinforcement of Royal Champion Clan Castle are sorted in turn by the following criteria: If the lowest residential space first
residential space is equal, the data behind the addition sorts the first new hero skin selection screen at the lowest level, which makes it much easier to select the skins you want to apply to your hero. All heroes will appear in the selected skin below the player profile tab. When you get a new skin, the UI
that selects the skin opens automatically. Some selected skins can be purchased outside the Gold Pass. Research Potions now increases laboratory speed by 24 times instead of 10. The price of research potions has increased from 70 gems to 120 gems in a trader's daily deal. We've addedHow content
creators create links to share with viewers to use author code. Here's a friendly challenge-specific Clan Castle squad. As with Legend Leagues, once set, it won't change until you replace it. Allow the use of home village layouts in friendly wars, even if the layout is blocked by obstacles. New options in the
settings menu to disable screen shaking. Players who are not on the roster or who do not have a clan role to fight spies during the Clan War League season may not see the War League screen. Fixed Grand Warden AI is less likely to follow Yetimites. Eagle artillery is less likely to target Yetimites. Fixed
Grand Warden's AI and was less likely to follow Heroes. Healer AI has been modified to be less likely to heal golemtes. Defensive Ice Golem freezes are reduced by 0.5 seconds. The Yetimat splash damage radius has been slightly reduced to avoid hitting adjacent buildings when attacking 2x2 structures.



Yetimites no longer triggers the deployment of clan castle troops. Yetimaite damage to resource storage (including city halls) has decreased by 50%. The number of wall rings required to upgrade walls has been reduced for certain levels: level 11:2 -&gt; 1 level 12:4 -&gt; 3 builder-based fights feature
tiebreakers. If both players achieve the same destruction and star, the player with the most time remaining will be the winner. Training time from builder base units has been removed and can be used for attack immediately. The builder machine playback time has been removed. Even if the barracks are
upgraded, the army may still be trained. The clock tower has been changed to: the power increased from 8x to 10x boost duration, from 3-11 minutes to 14-30 minutes. The cooldown time has increased from 7 hours to 22 hours, but the Gem price to skip the cooldown has been reduced. If the ability to
remove double healing from a hero's abilities is enabled when gameplay is manually activated automatically, the Royal Champion will not throw her shield and if frozen, grand warden will force re-target after the next attack after his group can do something sensible while freezing If he is not following the
group, consider re-targeting more often other hero-fixed electrodragons who are approaching the altar, sometimes targeting the same target twice within a single lightning chain (which can happen when forced to re-target while the chain was still active), Fixed a modified Royal Champion attacking non-
defense buildings in the O.T.T.O Hut when the Clock Tower was active. The screen is open if you see a purple hero level icon properly on the attack confirmation screenPotions are active when players have enough town hall levels to participate in clan-fixed defective graphics offsets for mule hounds and
healers, and if you want to check the screen via War or Friendly Challenge Scout View Grayout, you'll see a boost properly. Their true position was not based on the midpoint of the shadow correction visual effects targets of many flying troops in situations where multiple boosts affecting movement speed,
attack speed and damage (poison, anger, sudden enemies, savage king abilities, archer queen abilities, baby dragons) were active at the same time. Don't show a hidden Tesla in the Builder Base Village preview in your player profile. Gear up, building attack mode and sweeper will show you aiming at
the angle properly in the village preview. Instead of displaying the last frame indicating that the eagle is removed from ammunition, it displays the correct frame of the Eagle Artillery and Air Sweeper. If members of the same clan see it, hidden objects such as Teslas and traps are displayed correctly in the
player profile. Previously, it was always removed from the player profile view. Fixed a visual rounding error for Gold and Elixir when using runes for a certain amount of resources (for example, 1799999) A bug that could cause players to finish their last clan game task and go offline until the end of the
game might not earn additional rewards to maximize their score quota. Fix hero healing timer in training overview screen. The timer was not calculated correctly when the boost was active and the boost timer was shorter than the hero heal timer. (+ same fix for troops and spell timers) does not give birth to
tall grass from hidden ancient savage statues that remove 20 artificial limits for the lowest clan level in Clan Search. Stay safe and crash on!
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